ABSTRACT Taking advantage of different sensitivities of each component/material in an object to different bands, multispectral image (MSI) is obtained by shooting the object from multiple bands individually or simultaneously. Including these different complementary information with the space-time correlation, the MSI can describe the object more clearly and comprehensively. In practice, however, it is unavoidable that MSIs are corrupted by noise. In order to solve the denoising problem of MSIs, a framework is proposed to suppress noise by learning multiscale sparse representations of MSIs with an overcomplete tensor dictionary. In our method, the tensor patches are extracted from an image tensor, and a tensor-based dictionary is trained using a special tensor decomposition, in which each atom is a rank-one tensor. The so-called multiscale learned representation is obtained based on an efficient quadtree decomposition of the trained tensor dictionary. Experimental results on numerical simulations and real MSIs demonstrate that multiscale tensor dictionary gets better indexes in terms of PSNR and SSIM compared with single-scale tensor dictionary and other related competing methods. At the same time, from the perspective of visual quality, our method restores more image details than other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional digital cameras capture light via sensors in a sense of human perception of color. As a result, wideband filters are used to obtain red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels. Different from the traditional digital images, a multispectral image (MSI) is made up of multiple images of the same real scene captured by sensors within specific wavelength ranges across the electromagnetic spectrum [1] , [2] . The particular wavelength can be separated by a specific filter, and it includes frequencies beyond the visible light range. Each image (band) of the MSI is a grayscale image that represents the brightness of the scene based on the sensitivity of the sensor used to generate the band. It is very important to better understand image formation and reflectance phenomena. Compared with the traditional image acquisition systems which integrate the intensity of the product with only a few intervals, the MSI helps to deliver more faithful knowledge in real-world situations. In practice, the multispectral images are of great importance. For example, when the multispectral image is used as the background to update the topographic maps, the edges of the distribution of ground objects can be determined or the ''skeleton line'' of linear ground objects can be traced. Therefore, the labor intensity is greatly reduced and the efficiency is improved. Combining with various background data such as landforms and soil information, the multispectral images be used to extract ground object information more accurately, and they provide higher quality results for land use analysis and resource environment survey. The multispectral images provide valuable data not only for ground object analysis, but also for environmental change analysis. Using a multispectral imaging system to obtain a sequence of smoke spectral images in certain bands and integrate the images into layered pixels, forest fires can be detected. However, in practice, due to sensor acquisition errors, it is unavoidable that the MSI is corrupted by some annoying noise. In addition, because the radiation energy is limited and sometimes the bandwidth is quite narrow, each sensor can only capture a very low energy, and this results in shooting noise and thermal noise. This tends to have negative impacts on the postprocessing tasks. For instance, noise will cause blurred image boundaries, affecting the boundary recognition of ground objects. Noise will also affect the accuracy of retrieval results in the multispectral databases, resulting in classification errors. Therefore, our goal is to effectively denoise multispectral images for further processing.
The MSI denoising is a critical and inevitable problem. When a signal is high-dimensional, the conventional methods usually convert data into a vector space [3] , and we can use the traditional matrix-based approaches in this area, such as K-singular value decomposition (K-SVD) [4] , blockmatching and 3D filtering (BM3D) [5] , non-local mean (NLM) [6] , vector bilateral filter [7] , and so on. Because the vectorizing procedure oversees the intrinsic neighborhood relationship in high-dimensional space, the power of sparse representation is compromised. For this reason, many highdimensional image processing algorithms are developed.
The high-dimensional MSI denoising methods can be generally divided into three categories: 2D extension method, tensor-based method and other methods. For example, the bandwise K-SVD (BwK-SVD) [4] algorithm is a 2D extension of bandwise approach for sparse representations via dictionary learning and singular value decomposition. The 3D-cube K-SVD [4] and adaptive NLM3D (ANLM3D) [8] are the latest technologies of 2D extension of 3D-cubebased method. However, these algorithms don't consider the high correlation between each spectrum of the MSI. As a result, they can not obtain ideal results. Meanwhile, the tensor factorization and decomposition have attracted attentions in the signal processing community to deal with high-dimensional signals, such as Candecomp/Parafac decomposition (CPD) [9] , Tucker decomposition [10] and tensor SVD [11] . In [12] , a learning algorithm for tensor dictionaries was proposed. The authors considered both the nonlocal similarity over space and the global correlation across spectrum underlying an MSI. The lower rank-(K1, K2, K3) tensor approximation (LRTA-(K1, K2, K3)) was successfully applied to denoise multiway data [13] . In [14] , the K-CPD was performed based on the CP decomposition for an overcomplete dictionary learning in tensor sparse coding. In [15] , an algorithm was developed for dictionary learning based on the tensor factorization using a Tucker model. In [16] , a hyperspectral image denoising algorithm was proposed with a spatial spectral view fusion strategy, and the hyperspectral total variation algorithm is used to reject noisy hyperspectral three-dimensional cubes. Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) [17] , of which the number of estimated rank is reduced to one. The optimal rank of PARAFAC is estimated based on the covariance matrix of the n-mode unfolding matrix of the removed noise which is used to approach a scalar matrix. In addition, there are many other excellent algorithms used in the field of multispectral image denoising [18] - [22] . For example, Aggarwal and Majumdar [19] considered the inherent structure of hyperspectral images utilizing 2-D total variation along the spatial dimension and 1-D total variation along the spectral dimension. The SplitBregman approach was applied to solving the optimized denoising problem. Awate and Whitaker [20] proposed an image filtering algorithm to reduce the entropy of conditional probability density functions for each pixel neighborhood pair. It can help to discover the signal statistical properties and automatically adjust key free parameters via a data-driven method. Methods in the latter two categories can effectively use the multispectral structure and correlation between each spectrum of the MSI. However, they neglect to deal with the details of the image, resulting in rough texture and sensitivity to noise.
The multiscale dictionary denoising can effectively overcome the drawbacks of the aforementioned methods, which has been successfully used in the 2D image processing field. Mairal et al. [23] trained a multiscale dictionary which can extract more detail features and lead to better restoration than a singlescale dictionary based method. When the dictionary is extended from 2 nd -order to 3 rd -order tensor data for the MSI denoising, due to the self-similarity of the images, the multiscale tensor dictionary can maintain more tiny features and eliminate more noise than singlescale ones. Inspired by the K-CPD approach for learning a multiscale and sparse image representation, in this paper we will develop a novel multidimensional dictionary learning approach in terms of multiscale tensor. Our goal is to apply it for a variety of image processing tasks, and we expect a better performance than the aforementioned competing methods.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we briefly review the definitions and notations of tensor decomposition, tensor dictionary learning and multiscale algorithm. Our multiscale tensor dictionary learning model and detailed algorithm to solve the MSI noise problem are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we show experimental results and demonstrate the merits of the proposed approach with respect to other methods. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5.
II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

A. TENSOR
An N th -order tensor is denoted by X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×···×I N with N indices. Each index is called a mode, and x i 1 i 2 ...i N is one element of the tensor, 1 ≤ i n ≤ I n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Particularly, if N = 1, the tensor is a vector, and if N = 2, the tensor is a matrix. The n-mode unfolding matrices of a tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×···×I N is expressed as X X X (n) ∈ R I n ×M n , where
M 2 = I 1 × I 3 , and M 3 = I 1 × I 2 . The I n dimensional vectors (e.g. columns of X X X (n) ) can be extracted from X by varying the index i n while keeping the other indices unchanged. X X X (n) can also be seen as the n-mode flattening of the tensor X . A tensor can be multiplied by a matrix or vector. The n-mode (n = 1, 2, 3) matrix product of a 3 rd -order tensor by a matrix VOLUME 6, 2018 N = 3, which is still a 3 rd -order tensor, whose elements are
(1)
The n-mode (n = 1, 2, 3) product of a 3 rd -order tensor by a vector v v v ∈ R I n is denoted by X× n v v v ∈ R I 1 ×···×I n−1 ×I n+1 ×···×I N , N = 3, which is a matrix, and its elements are
Similarly
There are two important tensor decompositions methods: Tucker and CP methods. Without loss of generality, we take the 3 rd -order tensor as an example. A tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 is transformed by Tucker decomposition into a core tensor G ∈ R J 1 ×J 2 ×J 3 multiplied by a matrix in each mode:
where 2 and a a a 3j 3 , respectively. The symbol ''•'' denotes the vector outer product. The CPD is a special case of Tucker decomposition when the core tensor is diagonal. Namely, a tensor is factorized by CP decomposition into a sum of weighted rank-one tensors. The purpose of CP decomposition is to calculate a low rank approximation to an N th -order tensor X ≈ Q q=1 λ q a a a 1q • a a a 2q • · · · • a a a Nq with Q set elementary vectors. Here, a a a 1q ∈ R I 1 , a a a 2q ∈ R I 2 , · · ·, a a a Nq ∈ R I N are normalized vectors, and λ q represents the weights. An alternating least square (ALS) method can be used to achieve the tensor decomposition. For more details of tensor decomposition, please refer to [9] .
B. TENSOR DICTIONARY
Sparse representation by a well-trained overcomplete dictionary has attracted much attention in the image processing field. In 2006, the K-SVD algorithm was developed to train a dictionary for image denoising. However, the input images are usually reorganized as vectors. This will lose the inherent spatial structural information, especially for high dimensional images. Fortunately, the tensor factorization and decomposition have been widely used in the signal processing field and they can be good solutions to the problems of high dimensional signals/images, which treat the input data as tensors instead of vectors and learn dictionaries by tensor decomposition. The original structural information of data can be well preserved by tensor dictionary with sparser representation than the matrix case.
Given a group of 3 rd -order training tensors X (t) ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 , t = 1, 2, · · · , T , the tensor dictionary learning can be formulated as the following minimization problem:
where
×K is a tensor dictionary, K represents the number of atoms, L represents the sparsity level which is the number of nonzero entries in the coefficient vector α α α t , · F represents the Frobenius norm, and · 0 is the l 0 -norm. D (k) ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 is a rank-one tensor for the k th atom of tensor dictionary, and it can be written as
tolerance of representation error e. Output: sparse representation vector α α α.
1: Initialize the error and the counter E 0 = X and c = 0; 2: while c<L& E c F ≥ e do 3: Projecting the error to each atom:
Updating the accessorial dictionary by adding the atom D asr c+1 corresponding to the maximal p k :
Updating the sparse coefficient:
Updating the error:
Updating the counter: c = c + 1; 8: end while 9: α α α = α α α c .
Because the original structural information will be lost after the vectorization procedure in the classic dictionary learning algorithms, Duan et al. proposed a new K-CPD algorithm to learn an overcomplete tensor dictionary for sparse coding. This can be directly applied to solve Eq. (4). The algorithm iteratively performs the following two steps alternatively. The OMP is an iterative greedy algorithm that selects the most correlated column with the current residuals at each step. Likewise, a multilinear OMP is proposed corresponding to tensor formulation as the Algorithm 1. Given an input tensor X (t) and a dictionary tensor D, the objective function of MOMP is defined as
The next step is to update the tensor dictionary with a fixed sparse coefficient matrix. Motivated by the general sparse coding problem in vector formulation, atoms are updated alternatively. When we update the k th atom D (k) , the rest of other atoms must be fixed. Then, we find X (t) , which has the nonzero sparse representation coefficients on D (k) , and extract these N th -order image tensors to form a (N + 1) th -order tensor X nz . Let nz,k represent the sparse coefficient matrix of D nz , whose elements in the k th row are denoted as α α α nz,k . We can obtain the approximation error in which the atom D (k) is excluded [24] 
Here, ''T'' denotes the transpose operator, and D (k) can be calculated by solving the following objective function min
The above formulation falls into a general optimization problem of CPD,
Hence, the updated k th atom and the corresponding coefficients vector are
Algorithm 2 summarizes the tensor dictionary learning using the K-CPD.
Algorithm 2 K-CPD Algorithm
Input: training set of tensors
atom number K and other parameters.
Initializing dictionary and set c = 1; 2: Calculating the sparse representation matrix c−1 of {X (t) } using MOMP; 3: for k = 1 : K do 4: Finding X (t) of which the sparse representation coefficients on D (k) are nonzero, denote them as a 4 th -order tensor X nz ; 5: Calculating the error tensor using Eq.(6); 6: Performing CP decomposition to the error tensor using Eq.(8); 7: Updating the k th atom and the corresponding coefficients using Eqs. (9) and (10) 
C. MULTISCALE DICTIONARY
The multiscale framework can be described as a simple quadtree of large image patches [23] . The proposed multiscale structure is the extension of quadtree structure presented in [23] to the 3 rd -order data which are 3D fullband patches (see Fig.1 ). The importance of the proposed multiscale structure applied to tensor dictionary is that it can contain atoms of different scales with richer features. That means both fine and coarse structures can be expressed well. For example, small scale atoms can make up for the defect when big scale atoms cannot accurately represent a part of the image.
The overlapping/shift-invariant is a critical treatment of the patch representation for denoising in the original K-CPD algorithm. In our multiscale dictionary model, overlapping/shift-invariant sparsity is allowed at each scale. The use of the quadtree does not consider all possible shifts for the sub-patches within one large patch if we place only 4 s different shifts at the scale s for a sub-patch. This prevents them from continuously adjusting their positions to a noisy pattern and thereby learning it. Please refer to the following section for the specific multiscale tensor dictionary format.
III. METHOD
Let X 0 be a clean image, Y = X 0 + N be a noisy image with additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise N under a standard deviation σ . Our purpose is to find a sparse approximation of every b × b × ω overlapping patch of Y, where b and ω are fixed numbers. The multiscale tensor dictionary based MSI denoising can be formulated as 2 2 . (11) In Eq.(11), the first term is the log-likelihood global force that demands the proximity between the observation image Y and its denoised version X . The second and the third terms VOLUME 6, 2018 are parts of the image prior that makes sure that every patch of size b × b × ω extracted from every location of X has a sparse representation with bounded error.X is the estimation of X 0 , the index [i, j, f ] represent the position of the patch in the image (on behalf of it's top-left corner), theα α α ijf ∈ R K vector is the sparse representation for the [i, j, f ]-th patch in X using the dictionary D, λ is lagrange multiplier, µ ijf is the parameter for sparse coding, · 0 is the l 0 -norm, · 2 is the l 2 -norm, and the operator ijf (·) is a binary tensor which extracts a b × b × ω patch centered at the coordinate [i, j, f ] from the image. D ∈ R b×b×ω×K is an updated multiscale tensor dictionary that fuses atoms of different scales. For the convenience of calculation, the sizes of atoms in D from different scales are uniformly zero-padded. In addition, all the atoms in different scales in the dictionary are normalized to one.
The above discussion is based on the assumption that D is known. In fact, D in Eq. (11) is obtained through a dictionary training process. We can also regard D as an unknown and define our problem as
. (12) From Eq.(12), for finding out the unknowns:α α α ijf ,D,X , a block-coordinate minimization algorithm is applied to fix two unknowns and find the optimal third unknown. First, we initialize the multiscale tensor dictionary as following.
S1 (Initialization of Multiscale Tensor Dictionary):
There are two common methods for initialization. The first one is to initialize all atoms as zeros. The second one is to choose a random subset of the collection of image patches, referred as RND. In fact, there is no significant difference between the final results of this two methods. However, the later one converges faster. Therefore, in our experiments, we use the RND method to initialize the dictionary. Our multiscale tensor dictionary is composed of subdictionaries from different scales. Atoms in each subdictionary are from the same scale. The specific process is as follows.
For an input noisy image Y, we assign it to X as the initial value. Let S be the number of scales. 
S2 (Sparse Coding
)
S5 (Denoising):
After obtaining the multiscale tensor dictionaryD from last step, the MOMP algorithm is used again to calculate the sparse coefficientsα α α ijf of each patch X (ξ 0 ) 0 under the dictionaryD. Finally, We turn to update X with fixedD andα α α ijf . Returning to Eq.(12), we need to solvê
This is a simple quadratic term that has a closed-form solution
In Eq.(15), lagrange multiplier λ is a weighting parameter (lagrange multiplier) for the original noisy image. When λ = 0, it corresponds to the case of weighting without the original noise image. I is a 3 rd -order identity tensor. ijf (·) is a binary tensor which extracts a b × b × ω patch centered at the coordinate [i, j, f ] from the image.
For the implementation of the proposed multiscale dictionary denoising technique, the multiscale K-CPD algorithm is summarized as in Algorithm 3, and the denoising algorithm is summarized as in Algorithm 4. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, extensive experiments were carried out on different multispectral image databases.
A. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 1) DATABASE
The Columbia Multispectral Image Database [26] is used to test the proposed method. The database is obtained by emulating the GAP camera. The images are of a wide variety of real-world materials and objects, and it consists of 32 realworld scenes which are divided into 5 sections. The spatial resolution of each scene is 512 × 512, and the spectral resolution is 31. Each of these MSIs is normalized into the interval [0, 1] in our experiments. We mainly compare seven most representative multispectral images of the CAVE database in the section of ''Stuff'': balloons, cd, cloth, Egyptian statue, feathers, flowers, chart and stuffed toy (see Fig. 3 ).
2) NOISE MODELS
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) widely exists in real MSIs, and it is generated from many natural sources, such as the spontaneous thermal generation of electrons. All databases in this paper are obtained under clear weather or well illumination. In this case, MSIs are mainly contaminated by Gaussian noise. In our experiments, AWGN is added to the MSIs with difference variance ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 to generate the noisy observations. Calculating the error tensor using Eq.(6); 8: Performing CP decomposition to the error tensor using Eq.(8); 9: Updating the k th atom and the corresponding coefficients using Eqs. (9) and (10) Repeating step 4-11 until convergence or c>L D ; 13: Zero-padding on the updated subdictionary; 14: end for 15: Combining each subdictionary together asD; 16: ObtainingD.
(3) ANLM3D [8] , (4) PARAFAC [17] , (5) LRTA [13] , (6) SSTV [19] and (7) TDL [12] . The spatial dimensions of the patch size in the competing algorithms are the same as the that in the proposed method. Other parameters of the competing algorithms are optimized by default or following the rules in the corresponding papers to achieve the best performance.
4) EVALUATION MEASURES
The PSNR and SSIM are conventional quantitative picture quality indices (PQI). They are used to estimate the similarity between the target image and the reference image based on Calculating the sparse representation vectorα α α ijf of each image patch using the MOMP; 4: Calculating denoised image patch byD× 4α α α ijf ; 5: end for 6: Weighting average the denoised image patches using Eq.(15); 7: ObtainingX . mean square error and structural consistency, respectively. The higher the PSNR and SSIM are, the better the restored images are. The denoising performance is evaluated using the metric:
where ''peakval'' is the maximum possible pixel value of the image, and ''MSE'' is short for mean squared error. The SSIM index is calculated on various windows of an image. The measure between two windows X X X and Y Y Y of common size b × b is: 
5) PARAMETERS SETTING
Atom size in the singlescale tensor dictionary is 8 × 8 × 31 which is commonly used in the field of image processing. The number of atom is 256. In this field, k s is usually 4 times the number of pixels in an VDL [4] . However, different channel images are high correlation in MSI. Therefore, it is not necessary to set k s = 4×b×b×ω [24] , and we can achieve satisfactory results if we choose k s ≥ 4 × b × b. According to the above, our dictionary still belongs to overcomplete dictionary. Atom size in the multiscale tensor dictionary (such as S = 2) is also 8 × 8 × 31, and k s = 256 in each scale. L D is the number of iterations of the dictionary and its value is set as L D = 5. L is used to specify a hard limitation on the atom number used to sparse-code each patch, and it is simply set as L = 10 in this experiment. T s is the number of samples used to update the atom, and it is set as T s = 7000.
6) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We calculate the two PQI values of all competing algorithms for each noise level. We demonstrate the outstanding performance of our denoising method by using figures whose noise levels are set at 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. The purpose is that when the noise level is large, the differences among the denoising effects of different methods are more obvious, and it is more convenient for the reader to observe and understand. Fig. 4 shows the denoised results of two bands that are around 460nm (the darker one) and 600nm (the brighter one) of the ''chart and stuffed toy'' with Gaussian noise variance σ = 0.2, and Fig. 5 shows the denoised results of two bands that are around 540nm (the darker one) and 700nm (the brighter one) of the ''egyptian statue'' with Gaussian noise variance σ = 0.3. Because the sizes of the original images are too big, for the convenience of observation and analysis, we extract the most representative parts of the original images. From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we can see the proposed approach outperforms other competing algorithms in terms of the refinement texture and rough structure in both two bands. To further quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, the mean PQI results (e.g. PSNR and SSIM) for different denoising methods are summarized in Table 1 . The value of k s is 256 in our method. From Table 1 , one can see that our method has the highest PSNR and SSIM at each noise level. For example, when the noise level are 0.2 and 0.3, the PSNR is 1.49dB and 2dB greater than the second place method respectively. This indicates that the multiscale tensor dictionary structure is effective at most noise levels.
B. REAL MSI DENOISING
To verify the robustness of our algorithm and demonstrate its application, the proposed algorithm is tested on natural scenes. The Hyperspectral Images of Natural Scenes [25] are used. 15 rural scenes in the Minho region of Portugal (like rocks, trees, leaves, grass, earth, etc.) and 15 urban scenes inPorto and Braga, Portugal (like walls, roofs, windows, plants, indoor, etc.) are included (See Fig. 6 ). All the images were acquired during the summers of 1999 and 2000 under daylight between mid-morning and mid-afternoon. Scenes were illuminated by direct sunlight in a clear or almost clear sky.
Because the images were taken from quite far places, the energy is uniformly spread over all bands, and a certain degree of noise will be contained in the MSIs. Scheme and parameter settings in the experiments are similar to the previous numerical simulations. Since the noise levels are unknown for real noisy images, we use the method in [27] to estimate the noise level.
From the experimental results, one can see that our method can improve the image quality from the noisy image. An example image located at a band of a rural MSI is given in Fig. 7 . It is used to demonstrate the denoised results. From  Fig. 7 , we can see most of the methods are not ideal to remove noise, and our method can finely restore image details and texture hiding under the corrupted MSI while removing noise and reducing blur. At the same time, the proposed method gets clean image with rich edge structures.
C. ANALYSIS OF THE MULTISCALE TENSOR DICTIONARY STRUCTURE
In this part, the effects of multiscale structure on tensor dictionaries are studied. The multiscale structure has achieved very good results using an ordinary dictionary. In this paper, the multiscale structure is first applied in tensor dictionary. Fig. 8 shows the structures of different scales tensor dictionaries trained from the same image, assuming scale S = 3. It should be noted that, each atom should be a 3 rd -order tensor and contain zero parts when s > 0. However, in order to facilitate visualization, the atoms in Fig. 8 are 2 nd -order samples extracted from the initial dictionaries and removed the zero parts.
Atom sizes in the multiscale tensor dictionary for S = 2 and S = 3 are 8 × 8 × 31 and 16 × 16 × 31, respectively. When S = 3, L is around 20. Other parameters in this experiment are similar to the first experiment of numerical simulations. We compare the denoising performance of K-CPD (S = 1) and multiscale K-CPD (S = 2, 3), and the CAVE database is used in this experiment. The quantitative evaluation results are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . From  Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the multiscale tensor dictionary as a sparse representation can suppress more noise than a singlescale tensor dictionary, especially at higher noise levels. The multiscale tensor dictionary has a noticeable advantage of PSNR and SSIM, which implies that the atoms of different scales can be more accurate to represent the original image.
Regarding the advantages of the multi-scale tensor dictionary, we have the following analysis. Although the trained single scale atoms have good global image features after combination, they cannot accurately express the original image. This is because that when a certain feature of an image is expressed accurately, the sparsity coefficients of the selected single scale atoms will be far greater than other atoms, which will affect the reconstruction of other features. To restore the image more accurately, we propose a multiscale tensor dictionary method. After using the original size of the atoms to describe the overall contour of an image, smaller atoms are chosen to supplement the details at each scale and the corresponding position. This will not affect the representation of other features. Therefore, features in different scales are unified into one framework. It not only integrates the image relationships between different scales but also embodies the fine structures under each scale.
With the increase of scale, the denoising effect of multiscale tensor dictionary is also improved. First, the details of the image can be represented by atoms of different sizes; second, as the number of atoms increases, the dictionary will become redundant and contain more image features. The two factors will achieve restoration improvement of image details such as textures and edges. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , as the noise level increases, the denoising effect of small scale tensor dictionary is weakened significantly. However, the big scale tensor dictionary can still maintain a good denoising effect. Table 2 shows the comparison of 3 scales tensor dictionary denoising methods under different dictionary atom numbers. In terms of scale, it can be seen that as the increase of dictionary atom number, most denoised results of different scales have been improved, but the growth rate becomes smaller and smaller, especially when S = 2 and S = 3. In terms of noise level, the growth rate of denoised image diminishes as the noise level increases. The PSNR and SSIM even have a downward trend at higher noise level in some cases. Relatively speaking, the quality of denoised image is not sensitive to the number of atoms k s in the dictionary, and a larger k s can slightly increase the image quality. In terms of the singlescale K-CPD with an increased number of atoms which is the total number of atoms used in multiscale K-CPD, we have come to the following conclusions through extensive experiments: When the total atom number is smaller than 1024, there is no obvious advantage in our approach over the singlescale method, and similar results can be obtained by both of the two methods. However, when the total atom number is greater than 1024, the image quality of denoised images from the singlescale dictionary is almost unchanged, while the multiscale dictionaries can continue to significantly improve the image quality. This is because the space of multiscale K-CPD method has a higher dimension than the singlescale method, resulting in a better capability of representation. When the total atom number is not big enough, the power of multiscale method is not fully explored. On the other hand, the power of singlescale method is almost fully explored for the same atom number, and there is no much more potential for improvement for an increased atom number.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a multiscale K-CPD algorithm that is able to learn a multiscale tensor dictionary for sparse image representations for denoising multispectral images corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. Both numerical simulations and real MSIs denoised results show that our approach outperforms related competing methods in both quantitative analysis and visual quality measures. We also analyze multiscale tensor dictionary structure. In the experiment, the effects of tensor dictionaries are compared for different scales and different dictionary atom numbers. It is concluded that the larger the scale, the better the denoised effect. We also find that the quality of denoised image is not sensitive to the number of dictionary atoms. In the near future, we will develop acceleration strategies to cut down the computational cost, which include parallel computing and GPU implementation.
